IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEVADA
Jeremy Lowe, Don Bailey, Stephen Duane Curry
(in private capacity by special appearance only)

v.

: CRIMINAL ACTION FOR FULL
PUNITIVE DAMAGES:
COMMON GRAND JURY DEMANDED:
CONCERNING TRAFFICKING OF MINORS
: 98-9943

BRYAN SINGER of 21st Century Fox,
KEVIN SPACEY of MGM, GEORGE HERBERT W. BUSH
(Spacey et. all)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER FOR FORMAL PROSECUTION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Hon. Jim Hardesty,
November 10, 2017

The accusations and allegations against BRYAN SINGER in his private
Capacity (estoppels) as Bryan Singer, who raped at least a dozen
kids; and allegedly was involved in murder with KEVIN SPACEY are so
serious as to warrant a separate indictment that will stand set aside
from the rest of the treason allegations from the case. Also involved
in this call boy ring, who raped and killed at least up to fifteen
children was GEORGE BUSH SENIOR. This being no surprise; once you read
Greg Palast’s book yet a few new facts were left out about BOB SAGET.

This indictment will be directly against BRYAN SINGER for all his
heinous crimes and activities, GEORGE BUSH SENIOR in his twilight
years for the killings of several boys; plus treble damages for the
changing of several mining laws which yields six months behind bars.

The precedence of this will take place outside the URANIUM ONE
scandal, which brings the most serious charges against the CLINTON

[Don Bailey, Stephen Curry, Jeremy Lowe each in private capacity.]
IN THE NATURE OF SUPPLEMENTAL RULES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND MARITIME CLAIMS
RULES C(6) OR AUTHORIZED PROCEEDINGS

FOUNDATION whom is without question the ringleader (along with the
long legacy of the REIDS) of acts of sedition. And in addition your
honor, a superseding indictment directly against KEVIN SPACEY in his
private capacity as Kevin Spacey…for facilitating the cover up of
BRYAN SINGER’s numerous rapes and possible murder suicides of
innocents going back to 1980. Children are of course, born into the
world innocent and thusly have no understanding about what monsters
will lurk in the shadows. This is especially duly true for ten year
olds and thirteen year olds, who have not the first idea of how
sadistic the movie industry truly is when put under a spotlight.

In this, we charge GEORGE BUSH SENIOR with:

Count 1) Facilitating the cover-up of the Mining Act by actively
attempting to change the mining laws in several mineral rich
deposit locales; including TANZANIA, SA and the CONGO. Although
his effort was ultimately a failure, it did set enough precedent
to damage land owner’s rights for decades to come. In effect the
scandal involved a quid-quo pro which would seek to put SENIOR
BUSH on the board of directors. This also affected all the mining
lands near Vancouver based Sutton Resources creating a huge
open rebellion in the fields as to who owns what. One year in
prison is the recommendation for this offense, along with ten
months probation ensuring it never repeats. The Militia will

know exactly what to do in this scenario to compel redress.
Count 2) Enacting a cover-up of a call boy ring which killed
fifteen plus children while he was attempting to hide ratlines.
The call boy ring involved children as young as six, ten, thirteen
years old all who were both boys and girls. Each aspect of this
engagement was facilitated on behalf of GEORGE BUSH SENIOR’s work
with BARRICK GOLD, who was aware of what happened. One year in
prison is the remedy plus damages paid out to all victims, given
the short time left of his life. In addition treble damages,
probation of paying out at least sixty million to victims. KEVIN
SPACEY was involved and will be compelled to share the penalties.

The evidence as follows, will also be submitted upon all the State
Grand Juries with plenty additional details on the work “performed”:

"Palast’s book also explores the relationship between the Bush family and a Canadian mining company,
the Barrick Corporation.
Palast explains how as president, George Bush Senior changed a century old mining law that allowed
Barrick to “swiftly lay claim to the largest gold find in America”. In return, the company named Bush to a
senior advisory position after he lost the White House. The company also poured money into the
Republican party coffers during the 1997-2000 election cycle, an exceedingly generous gesture for a
company based in Canada.
One of the companies Barrick owns is Vancouver-based Sutton Resources Ltd. In 1996- Sutton drove out
anywhere between 30,000 and 400,000 local miners from the Bulyanhulu mining field in Tanzania. During
the process- Sutton’s bulldozers allegedly buried 52 people alive."
https://www.democracynow.org/2003/5/27/corporate_profiteering_from_congo_to_iraq

“After arriving in Washington in the late 1970s, Mr. Spence was hosting parties during the early Reagan years
attended by, among others, journalists Eric Sevareid, Ted Koppel and William Safire; former CIA Director William
Casey; the late John Mitchell, attorney general in the Nixon administration; conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly;
Ambassador James Lilley; and Gen. Alfred M. Gray, the commandant of the Marine Corps.
Arnaud de Borchgrave, editor-in-chief of The Times, went to dinner once at Mr. Spence's home to honor Mr. Lilley.
Efforts to reach Mr. Spence in the past week were unsuccessful. He contacted The Washington Times yesterday in
response to a telefaxed message but hung up when queried about his activities.

According to many current and former friends, Mr. Spence was a dangerous friend to cultivate. Several former
associates said his house on Wyoming Avenue was bugged and had a secret two-way mirror, and that he attempted
to ensnare visitors into compromising sexual encounters that he could then use as leverage.

One man described having a limousine sent to his home by Mr. Spence and being brought to a gathering
at which several young men tried to become friendly with him. "I didn't bite; it's not my inclination," the
man said. "But he used his homosexual network for all it was worth."
The man, a business associate of Mr. Spence who was on the White House tour, said: "He was
blackmailing people. He was taping people and blackmailing them."
One former friend said he saw an 8-foot-long, two-way mirror overlooking the library of Mr. Spence's
home which, he said, he was later told was used for "spying on guests."
Georgetown University law professor Richard Gordon said he was a close friend of Mr. Spence's until his
"behavior began deteriorating quite markedly."
Mr. Gordon recalled being at a gathering at Mr. Spence's home and having a conversation with veteran
NBC and CBS correspondent Liz Trotta.
"We were sitting in a corner, talking about our mutual concern about Craig's physical condition. He came
down later and said he had been listening to us and didn't appreciate it at all," Mr. Gordon said.
"It was my clear impression that the house was bugged," he said. Another man, an Air Force sergeant
who worked for Mr. Spence as a bodyguard, said: "The house was definitely bugged. I can't say what he
was doing with the information. I don't know that. But he was recording what occurred there."
Several others confirmed that Mr. Spence had bragged on several occasions that he had his house
bugged and that conversations between guests often had been overheard. They said Mr. Spence often
would come down late to parties he hosted and told close associates that he had been listening to what
was being said about him.
C. Boyden Gray, the White House counsel, said he did not know why Mr. Snow referred The Times to
him, adding that he was unaware that his office was required to release such information. "I just don't
know anything about that," Mr. Gray said. "But maybe there's something I don't know about." Federal law
enforcement authorities, including the Secret Service, involved in the probe of the homosexual
prostitution ring have told prostitutes and their clients that a grand jury will deliberate over evidence
gathered in the ongoing investigation throughout the summer.
Hundreds of credit-card vouchers, drawn on both corporate and personal accounts and made payable to
the Washington-based escort service operated by the homosexual ring, have been examined by The
Washington Times.
Mr. Spence, a former ABC-TV correspondent who covered the war in Vietnam, was one of the biggest
spending clients of the homosexual prostitution network, according to credit-card vouchers obtained by
The Times. For example, on Oct. 5, 1988, he made four separate payments totaling $1,525 with his
American Express card for male escorts from Professional Services Inc.
On. Oct. 8, he paid $600 for male escorts, and another $600 payment Oct. 20, the documents show.
There were some months when Mr. Spence spent as much as $20,000 for male escorts hired to provide
him sexual services, according to documents and interviews with prostitutes who served him.

Several people who attended Mr. Spence's parties remarked at what one guest called "his personal honor
guard." "I don't know where he got them, but he liked to surround himself with tall, handsome, stalwart
young men. He liked to surround himself with decorations," one frequent guest said.
Mr. Spence has been living on Massachusetts Avenue in recent months, friends said. His legitimate
business contacts have "one by one dropped away," said one close friend.
Photo, Power broker Craig J. Spence demonstrated his influence by providing late night strolls through
the White House for groups of selected friends., By Richard Kozak/The Washington Times.
Administration officials continued yesterday to stonewall reporters on the growing federal "call boy"
investigation, apparently hoping the scandal will fade before President Bush is asked his view of a latenight White House tour that reportedly included two male prostitutes.
Meanwhile, White House sources confirmed that President Bush has followed the stories of the late-night
visit and Mr. Spence's links to a homosexual prostitution ring under investigation by federal authorities
since they were disclosed June 29 in The Washington Times. But top officials won't discuss the stories'
substance, reportedly even among themselves.
Reports on the matter have been included in the Daily Press Summary, a comprehensive half-inch-thick
digest of print and broadcast media stories and editorials prepared by a division of the White House press
office for the president and aides throughout the complex."
http://www.voxfux.com/features/bush_child_sex_coverup/article_archive.htm
"George Bush Senior was at center of (Barrick Gold) linked scandal, dozens of male 12 year olds."
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2003/02/06/15709461.php

Next on our docket is serial offender BRYAN SINGER who we charge with:
Count 1) We charge SINGER with being a serial liar, a pedophile
for most of his illustrious career. We charge that BRYAN
SINGER knowingly lied about the rapes he conducted of
numerous teens, and children whom were ten or younger.
We also charge him with sodomizing at least three teens.
Finally, we charge SINGER with racketeering for not only
failing to cease the abuse but helping silence victims.
In this scenario, SINGER was glad as his victims suffer.
He also murdered and covered up the murder of multiple
children, who we again point out are born into this world
as innocents and have no idea what monsters lurk on set.
BRYAN SINGER is on his way to being the next CHENEY, and

since he is quite young we assert this offense being met
with up to ten years in prison is absolutely called for.
BRYAN SINGER will be jailed for sodomizing and likely
killing several youth during his career. The Militia will
know just how to handle this.
Count 2) We charge BRYAN SINGER with numerous violations of
the cloward-piven act, which makes it illegal to
solicit charity or even donate towards for private
gain. We also charge him with racketeering in the
attempted forced silencing of all his victims. The
accused SINGER stands guilty of gang-stalking and
rape plus torture of at least one victim. He is also
stated to have sodomized more than fourteen boys and
several girls, so we order he be put under psychiatric
evaluation and rehab. The offense carries a penalty of
five years in prison, thus we offer compulsory probation
and round out the sentence to ten years. BRYAN SINGER
will be compelled to pay back treble damages of sixty
million to all victims, for his admitted rapes and
tortures of various children at drug fueled orgies.
Actor BOB SAGET also stood by and is involved. He is
no longer above the law, as Militia takes care of this.

Further evidence supports BRYAN SINGER finally being taken into custody.
“We see that reportedly X2 One of the "Gayest" movies of all time, due to the director having

been involved in pedophilia. Unfortunately for Bryan Singer, the world does not forget a serious
crime.

" I was reminded of that after watching one of this summer's biggest blockbusters, X2: X-Men United.
Or as I now call it, the gayest action film of all time.
The underlying theme, Marvel comic creator/magician Stan Lee told Abercrombie & Fitch
magazine/catalog, "is how terrible it is to hate people because they're different in any way," and
that was expertly pounded out in its own homo way in the first X-Men flick. But for the sequel,
openly queer director Bryan Singer dives headfirst into dangerous queer territory. This time
around his message is that mutants--his cinematic stand-ins for homosexuals--are better, smarter
and a lot hotter looking than the rest of you. And because of that fact, the so-called straightthinking world would have no problem getting rid of the mutant/fag "problem," if given the power. "
http://www.the-hamster.com/may1.html
X-men-days-of-future-past-bryan-singer-sentinel-600x399-541x360In a lawsuit filed Wednesday
in a Hawaii federal court, X-Men: Days of Future Past director Bryan Singer was accused of
sexually abusing a teenage boy back in 1999."
"The plaintiff in the case —Michael Egan, who was named in a press release by his lawyers —
claims he was 17 when Singer supplied him with drugs and alcohol and forcibly sodomized him
among these other allegations: battery, assault, intentional infliction of emotional distress and
invasion of privacy. "
"It also names Marc Collins-Rector, the former chairman of Digital Entertainment Network, who
was convicted of luring minors across state lines for sexual acts in 2004 as being involved with
Singer in luring boys to a property in Encino, CA where drugs like Ecstasy, Xanax, Rohypnol, and
Vicodin were handed out liberally. And booze. Lots of booze. "
"Collins-Rector ordered Plaintiff out of the pool, and (whereby) Defendant Singer hugged Plaintiff
and grabbed his bare buttocks. They then went to the jacuzzi where Collins-Rector had
Plaintiff sit on his lap and fondled Plaintiff’s genitals. Collins-Rector then passed Plaintiff
to Defendant Singer and Plaintiff was made to sit on Defendant Singer’s lap. Defendant
Singer provided an alcoholic beverage to Plaintiff and mentioned finding a role for him in an
upcoming movie that he was directing. Defendant Singer told Plaintiff how “this group” controls
Hollywood, and that he was sexy. Defendant Singer masturbated Plaintiff and then performed
oral sex upon him. Defendant Singer solicited Plaintiff to perform oral sex upon him which Plaintiff
resisted. Defendant Singer flagrantly disregarded Plaintiff’s unwillingness to submit, and forced
Plaintiff’s head underwater to make Plaintiff perform oral sex upon him."
"The suit also claims that when Egan was 17, Singer flew him to Hawaii on multiple occasions,
and during the first one, forced him to inhale cocaine and engage in oral and anal sex. He also
claims to be assaulted on subsequent trips. "

https:/www.queerty.com/x-men-director-bryan-singer-accused-of-drug-fueled-sexual-abuse-of-teenage-boy-20140417

BOB SAGET involved, fueled parties and orgies on behalf of SINGER.
http:/www.intouchweekly.com/posts/olsen-twins-what-happened-131875/photos/full-house-quote-10-106449

BRYAN SINGER the greatest directorial fraud.
https:/www.americansovereign.com/vof/index.php/articles-of-interest
“"It seemed no one, including some who worked with him closely, quite knew where Collins-Rector came from
or his real age. But he had tech cred and money from a company called Concentric Research that he founded in
1991. Based in Bay City, Mich., it allowed computer users to avoid long-distance charges when dialing electronic
bulletin boards -- precursors to online chat rooms."
Sometime after making his 1998 film Apt Pupil, Singer pitched a superhero project to DEN. There had been a burst of
bad publicity during the making of Apt Pupil, a thriller about a high school student who discovers a fugitive Nazi war
criminal in his neighborhood. During filming, suits were filed on behalf of underage extras alleging that Singer had
required them to strip naked for hours while he shot a shower scene. Screenwriter Brandon Boyce called it "an
absolute smear job" and "an attempt to blackmail people based on their sexuality."
Singer at times has been known to be troubled: Executives who have worked on his movies say the director was
sometimes erratic, often complaining he was in pain, at times appearing "heavily medicated" and sometimes failing to
appear on set. But it seems only on Singer's 2006 Warner Bros. film Superman Returns did these issues contribute to
budget overages. There were widespread rumors that Singer's partying was part of the problem, but a friend who
visited the set says that was not the issue. "There were times that production was interrupted or delayed," says this
person, but the problem was Singer "battling his own demons" with respect to medication.
But he left DEN along with Shackley and Pierce, stating through their attorney that they had planned to go regardless
of the lawsuit. The company's new chairman denied that, saying the allegations in the suit were "inconsistent with a
company aimed at 14- to 24-year-olds." Attorney Ronald Palmieri, representing the DEN trio, said nothing improper
went on at the Encino house. Top DEN executives, including Neuman, subsequently told the Los Angeles Times in
2000 that they knew of no abuse by Collins-Rector and did not concern themselves with his private life. Soon, DEN
went bankrupt."

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/bryan-singer-sex-abuse-case-699828
http://deadline.com/2015/09/heist-pitch-bryan-singer-ben-lustig-jake-thornton-sony-1201561067/
https://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2017/11/06/unleashed-flood-of-hollywood-sex-abuse-survivors-ready-to-talk/

https://www.queerty.com/bryan-singer-olympic-diver-chris-mears-thing-20161103

"By far the most high-profile of the four defendants is Singer, 48, whose enviable career began
with the 1995 breakthrough film The Usual Suspects, for which Kevin Spacey won his first Oscar,
and has continued through the X-Men franchise. Singer is one of only a few A-list directors with a
true fanboy following and a proven box-office track record. The first two X-Men movies combined
to gross more than $700 million worldwide. Now, thanks to unwanted attention brought by the
Egan lawsuit, Singer has withdrawn from media events for X-Men: Days of Future Past, set for
release May 23, saying in a statement that he does not want to be a distraction."
"Singer long has been known to have an affinity for a certain type of man. "Bryan's always had a
reputation of being with guys that look young," says a high-level studio executive who oversaw
one of the director's big comic-book movies. "Whether they were underage or not, I have no idea.
[But] for 20 years he's had young guys around him, whether they're assistants or friends.
However they were described to you, they were always around."
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/bryan-singer-sex-abuse-case-699828

Finally, we come to KEVIN SPACEY. We accuse KEVIN SPACEY of
running an underage sex ring that housed underage boys and
girls with direct links to HARVEY WEINSTEIN, who will be charged
as an accessory. And BRYAN SINGER was a knowing accomplice to
this ring for more than ten years who spoke nothing of it.
We hereby charge KEVIN SPACEY with cover-up of a long range underage
Child ring. As a sponsor of the CLINTON FOUNDATION, SPACEY’s links go
a long ways back for each event.

KEVIN SPACEY in private capacity as

Kevin Spacey, is also charged with the cover-up offense with WEINSTEIN
relating to Cortez Mine that is owned by BARRICK GOLD which will be
detailed in the URANIUM ONE filings. We now know exactly where money
for ‘HEIST’ or ‘NINE LIVES’, ‘GODFATHER 3’ and ‘CASINO’ came from.
http://www.gossiprocks.com/forum/latest-gossip/harvey-weinstein-lawyers-up-bombshell-new-york-timesnew-yorker-stories-page35-258297.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bullfrog-gold-raises-1-075-155126551.html
http://dailycaller.com/2017/11/09/already-completed-kevin-spacey-movie-to-bere-shot-with-new-actor/
In the next juncture, KEVIN SPACEY is hereby charged with:

Count 1) The cover-up with HARVEY WEINSTEIN of at least three
under-age sex orgy rings involving children. The minors listed
range from age six on up to age seventeen, and much of it was
used to fuel the success of new films like “CASINO.” The likely
murder of a dozen or more children in these rings.
He is also hereby charged with his flights on the Lolita Express,
with BILL CLINTON and other CLINTON FOUNDATION members. Each time
he went, new underage prostitutes would be brought in for service.
We also charge HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON as accessory in this indictment,

and for this charge its four months probation as this is not tied
to URANIUM ONE directly which CLINTON is charged in. She likely
enabled the antics, but BILL CLINTON and KEVIN SPACEY were at
numerous underage sex parties on Lolita Island. In lieu of this,
we charge SPACEY directly with leud cavorting actions with “minors”
including underage sex, prostitution with ten year old children
and in all probability murder of a number of the victims. KEVIN
SPACEY was a regular on the Lolita Express with PRINCE CHARLES,
and it seems far more likely the actor you “used” to look up to
Is clearly guilty of heavier violations as it feels less suspected.

He is ordered to pay out more than sixty five million in damages
to all victims, and faces up to ten years in prison for the first
offense along with a decade of rehab. The cover up will have to
be explored by State Grand Juries to assert any added penalties
which will no doubt surface as the Milita will handle these
problems related to the mines.
Count 2) We will proceed to now charge KEVIN SPACEY with the
direct offense of covering up an illegal mine sale.
The mining sale was linked to AFRICA and BARRICK GOLD,
which became a slush fund for the Cortez Mine of rural
Nevada and MGM International Hotels. His co-conspirator,
readily named in the URANIUM ONE files, MR. MURREN is
directly guilty of facilitating the obvious and highly
illegal transfer on behalf of BARRICK GOLD of NEVADA.
We also have little choice except to charge SPACEY
with the offense of covering up underage workers, and

sexual abuse of minors that took place at BARRICK on
a consistent basis. It seems BARRICK has settled so
many claims recently, that it comes as no surprise
yet for the uninitiated…this will seem like a bad dream.
The charge carries up to an additional 5 years in
prison, and five years in rehab. He is ordered to
surrender his passport until further victims come
forward. Depending on how quickly SPACEY and WEINSTEIN
turn on each other, he will wear a bracelet. The films
he has starred in, now deserve a close second look.
The Militia will handle this sordid mess related to MGM
Hotels, before several official Grand Juries as there is
clearly much more involved in SPACEY’s history.
Evidence proves an extensive amount of collusion with KEVIN
SPACEY and HARVEY WEINSTEIN to cover up under-age orgies,
trafficking of minors, and of course their sale to BANDAR.
Kevin Spacey points fingers.
https:/www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/jun/12/kevin-spacey-zings-hillary-clinton-on-fake-email-a/

http:/mysanantonio.com/business/article/Barrick-s-digital-reinvention-taking-shape-in-12331603.php
http://www.newslocker.com/en-us/profession/mining/barrick-gold-buys-nevada-mining-project-from-former-partnerminingcom/

http:/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3029980/Eleven-women-raped-security-guards-police-patrolling-gold-Papua-NewGuinea-accept-large-compensation-payouts.html

http:/albumsleaksdownload.com/2017/10/mgm-resorts-international-mgm-1-84-off-from-200-sma/

“In the 2000 movie Pay It Forward, a scene starring Kevin Spacey plays inside the Center Stage
Restaurant. In the 2001 movie The Mexican, Samantha and Winston stay at the Plaza, and Frank
is killed by being thrown from one of its balconies."

https://infogalactic.com/info/Plaza_Hotel_%26_Casino

“By far the most high-profile of the four defendants is Singer, 48, whose enviable career
began with the 1995 breakthrough film The Usual Suspects, for which Kevin Spacey
won his first Oscar, and has continued through the X-Men franchise. Singer is one of
only a few A-list directors with a true fanboy following and a proven box-office track
record. The first two X-Men movies combined to gross more than $700 million worldwide.
Now, thanks to unwanted attention brought by the Egan lawsuit, Singer has withdrawn
from media events for X-Men: Days of Future Past, set for release May 23, saying in a
statement that he does not want to be a distraction."
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/bryan-singer-sex-abuse-case-699828
http://www.gossiprocks.com/forum/latest-gossip/harvey-weinstein-lawyers-up-bombshellnew-york-times-new-yorker-stories-page35-258297.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bullfrog-gold-raises-1-075-155126551.html
http:/fox13now.com/2016/11/21/ntsb-begins-investigation-into-deadly-elko-plane-crash/
http:/albumsleaksdownload.com/2017/10/mgm-resorts-international-mgm-1-84-off-from-200-sma/

http:/allrightforum.blogspot.com/2014/04/bryan-singer-accuser-files-more-sex.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5061545/Jon-Bertnal-says-Kevin-Spacey-bully-filmset.html

https:/socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2017/11/06/unleashed-flood-of-hollywood-sex-abuse-survivors-ready-to-talk/

http:/deadline.com/2015/09/heist-pitch-bryan-singer-ben-lustig-jake-thornton-sony-1201561067/

KEVIN SPACEY’s exploits are so legendary, your honor, that it
would come as no surprise that he proves out to be a central
figure and architect of the New World Order. All the shootings
have that “The Usual Suspects” vibe, even the Pulse Club. And
in other records, we can trace SPACEY’s direct participation
with SOROS where he reportedly admired SOROS in high esteem.
Today, our indictment only charges the principal players. This
is a separate superseding indictment from the URANIUM ONE issue
as it was a large enough scandal to warrant that indictment. In
addition, there is much more documentation to cover.
In conclusion, we charge these 3 men and especially KEVIN
SPACEY of participating in the underage prostitution of minors
for no reason except the thrill of it. The crimes are legendary
and will take time to disseminate before state Grand Juries. As

such, we order preliminary injunction against all offenders.
This of course is to take place until proper Private Attorney
Generals begin tearing the underage sale of children apart.
They will have far more review of material, and need to be able
to subpoena all the required records. The Militia in the mean
while will forcibly extract records from the accused, including
BRYAN SINGER who will be remanded into custody. In addition,
defendant SINGER stands accused of breaking Code § 1591 on
more than ten instances.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEVADA
Jeremy Lowe, Don Bailey, Stephen Duane Curry:

: CRIMINAL
:

v. :
: 98-9943
KEVIN SPACEY, GEORGE HERBERT W. BUSH, BRYAN SINGER
et.al
Concerning the matter of underage trafficking,
illegal mining violations and sale of the same.
AND NOW, on this day of November 10, 2017 during the fall season,
it is hereby ordered that the defendants be charged with cavorting
with minors for their official sale, prostitution and murder.
In addition, it is so ordered that a subpoena be issued upon
KEVIN SPACEY and the WEINSTEIN COMPANY to produce any
and all related documents pertaining to the transfer of mining deeds,
stock and title on behalf of BARRICK GOLD NORTH AMERICA. Included
will be much needed transcripts from MGM and Lionsgate Entertainment
to dissect the level of illegal conduct. This order stands binding.
It is so ordered that KEVIN SPACEY, GEORGE HERBERT W. BUSH and BRYAN SINGER
each be found guilty of violating 18 U.S.C. and State Code § 1591 which is
the official national and state law maximum offense for human trafficking of
minors for use as prostitutes. This as your honors will note, is original
state law U.S.C code with RICO charges attached, since we will not support
the toothless federal doctrines that allowed this problem to consume the
nation. We include of course for the Militia, the listed offense of official
sale and proceeds of minors for the use in underage sex rings and slave pens.
As such, those who acted in collusion can also be eligible for the death
penalty in government office buildings. We order they be taken in custody.

For all of these criminal offenses, several Private Attorney Generals will
likely have a field day making each offense stick with penalties. We order a
formal review by their office and for local state appointed Special Counsels
to forcibly subpoena the required records as your honors will note.
1) It is further ordered that Defendant KEVIN SPACEY’s motion to
subpoena records for discovery, be DENIED;
2) It is further ordered that Defendant and accused GEORGE
HERBERT W. BUSH’s motion to compel discovery, and/or
protection of records; be DENIED;
3) It is further ordered that Defendant BRYAN SINGER’s motion to
have subpoenas quashed, further be DENIED. Sanctions will be
applied to each request.
4) It is further ordered, that according to Marbury V. Madison:
all collected subpoenas on the defendants will be enforced by
force of law and arms. All able bodies and governing council,
including local Militia will carry out seizure.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that:
This Court’s November, 2017 Amended Scheduling Order is
amended as follows:
(a) All discovery shall be completed on or before January 14, 2018 and
all dispositive motions filed not later than two (2) weeks prior to the close
of discovery; and (b) All other deadlines will
be deferred by ninety (90)
days from the date of this Order.

BY THE COURT:
NORTHERN SUPREME
DISTRICT OF NEVADA

_____________________

